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Free Forms give Firm Support
Digital building models make it possible to realise unusual constructions that would otherwise require huge
timescales to complete. The Haus für Musik und Musiktheater (or Mumuth for short) in Graz falls into this
category. Allplan Engineering and Allplan Terrain were the tools used by convex ZT GmbH to carry out the
exceptionally complex supporting structure planning for this project.
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Interdisciplinary teamwork
As an interdisciplinary planning office, convex ZT GmbH relies
upon the continuous exchange of data with architects and
engineers. “An architecture firm we work very closely with also
uses Nemetschek planning software. This enables us to
import their data directly into our system and we thereby avoid
practically any loss of information,” explains Helmut Schwarzl.
The Workgroup Option from Allplan also ensures that internal
cooperation is well managed. It allows planning projects to be
administered centrally and staff can access all projects from any
workstation. This tool guarantees that datasets are consistent
and forms the basis for effective, synchronised teamwork.
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